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Wherein Lies the Knowledge? 

The next wave of information processing must 
adapt to a radical change of reality—namely, 
the enormous quantity of available data and 
the supernova rate at which it accumulates. 

An article in a 2011 issue of the Wired magazine 
illustrates this with the remarkable prediction 
success of a small data analysis company in 
Gothenburg, Sweden, called Recorded Future. 

Implicit in this data hides 

            a wealth of information 
                                                       —literally! 

https://www.recordedfuture.com/
https://www.recordedfuture.com/
https://www.recordedfuture.com/
https://www.theguardian.com/science/political-science/2016/jul/02/the-big-data-explosion-sets-us-unprecedented-challenges-how-can-we-keep-up
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yPNU5pjv0YY&t=8s
http://www.wired.co.uk/article/the-news-forecast
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Wherein Lies the Knowledge? 

 

Such is this company's rate of success in 
predicting world's events and situations before 
anyone else, that most major world players 
(including Google and the CIA!) line up as its 
customers. 

How they do it is their trade secret, of course—but, put 
simply, they find all they need in publicly available data. 

https://infogram.com/blog/free-data-sources/
https://www.recordedfuture.com/future-google-projects/
https://www.recordedfuture.com/future-google-projects/
https://www.cyberscoop.com/recorded-future-series-e-25-million/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aAlwBtSO5AY
https://go.recordedfuture.com/hs-fs/hub/252628/file-2607572540-pdf/case-studies/sita.pdf
https://go.recordedfuture.com/hs-fs/hub/252628/file-2594234721-pdf/case-studies/solutionary.pdf
https://www.cybrary.it/channelcontent/how-accenture-uses-threat-intelligence-to-improve-security/
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Wherein Lies the Knowledge? 

Yet, as successful as his company may be, 
Recorded Future's co-founder and CEO 
Christopher Ahlberg makes the following 
statement: 

"... to develop a tool that could create predictions for 
any input, from finance to terrorism, would be much 
harder. [One] would not only have to index the internet, 
but also understand and interpret it."  
—Christopher Ahlberg as quoted by Tom Cheshire in Wired–November 10, 2011 

Indeed, Recorded Future's boon may only be the 
tip of an iceberg. So the challenge is: extract 
and use implicit knowledge hidden in public 
data. 

    And we're talking about Big Data! 

http://www.wired.co.uk/magazine/archive/2011/12/features/the-news-forecast?page=all
https://www.recordedfuture.com/christopher-ahlberg-tedxcambridge/
https://www.allerin.com/blog/the-big-data-iceberg-what-lies-beneath


The Semantic Web has been heralded for two 
decades now as the means to infuse meaning 
into the World-Wide Web. 
 

Subject of controversy, this ambitious objective 
has been disputed re. what is actually meant by 
“meaning.” 

Many see this as a truly achievable potential made 
possible by the sublimation into AI knowledge of 
massively interconnected standardized data. 
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Understanding the Web — the “Semantic” Web? 

https://www-sop.inria.fr/acacia/cours/essi2006/Scientific American_ Feature Article_ The Semantic Web_ May 2001.pdf
https://www.w3.org/2013/data/
https://www.slideshare.net/jahendler/why-the-semantic-web-will-never-work
https://halfanhour.blogspot.fr/2007/03/why-semantic-web-will-fail.html
https://www.w3.org/RDF/FAQ#WhatIsTheSW


Semantic Web Challenges 
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► Knowledge representation language(s) — which? 

► Automated reasoning power(s)   —   what logics? 

► Need to agree on (a) standard(s)  —    how many? 

► Distributed information interconnection—whose? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metadata_standard


KIF Standard…? 

In AI, KIF is not a narcotic; but it is… 

 the… Knowledge Interchange Format 
 

http://www-ksl.stanford.edu/knowledge-sharing/kif/ 
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A LISP-like language and S-expression structure 
language proposed to describe many (all?)  
knowledge representation formalisms so they  
each provide their own standardized form to one 
another. 
 

http://www-ksl.stanford.edu/knowledge-sharing/kif/
http://www-ksl.stanford.edu/knowledge-sharing/kif/
http://www-ksl.stanford.edu/knowledge-sharing/kif/
http://www-ksl.stanford.edu/knowledge-sharing/kif/
http://www-ksl.stanford.edu/knowledge-sharing/kif/


RIF Standard…? 

In AI, the RIF is not a mountain range in 
northern Morocco… 

It is the… Rule Interchange Format 
http://www.w3.org/standards/techs/rif 

An XML standard language (using its own 
meta-syntax and structure) proposed to 
describe many (all?) rule formalisms so 
they each provide their own standardized 
form to one another. 
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http://www.w3.org/standards/techs/rif


Semantic Web Challenges 
 

 
 
 
 

Standards galore ... but: 
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How many are really used? ... beyond trivial use cases. 

https://xkcd.com/927/


Semantic Web Reasoning Challenges 
 

► ... 
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►Scalability 
►Distribution 
►Structural reasoning 
►Temporal reasoning 
►Approximate reasoning  
►Learning 
►Big Linked Data = “Blinked” Data? 
►Knowledge evolution management 
►Ethics 



Semantic Web Challenges—Scalability 

► Performance 

► Data handling 
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► Abox querying (where does the reasoning help?) 

► Big Linked Data         (huge brain) 
                             — “Blinked” Data?  

Scalability (affects reasoning in the large) 

► Tbox reasoning (“ontological” reasoning) 

► Big Data (synopsize the essence) 

► Linked Data  (synaptic reasoning) 

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/8d49/a0219ce9af87c86904a95ded1cd8895c386b.pdf
https://diuf.unifr.ch/main/xi/sites/diuf.unifr.ch.main.xi/files/Dagstuhl_Scalability.pdf
http://theory.stanford.edu/~matias/papers/synopsis.pdf
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/45cd/dac9c55f75be53a71dd5f5daea26960f37ce.pdf
https://github.com/graphbig/graphBIG/wiki
http://www.goertzel.org/papers/webart.html


Semantic Web Challenges—Distribution 
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Triplestores in the Cloud 

► Abox querying (SPARQL vs. NoSQL triple-as-relation) 

► Performance 

► “Blinked Data?”  
    (interconnected massive triplestores) 

► Data handling 

Distribution (incremental data diffusion and coherence) 

► Tbox reasoning (“ontological data” schema?) 

► Big Data (Relational/Semi-structured) 
► Linked Data (RDF Triples) 

http://centaur.reading.ac.uk/66395/1/14023308_Dawelbeit_thesis.pdf
https://www.slideshare.net/jeffpan_sw/linked-data-and-knowledge-graphs-constructing-and-understanding-knowledge-graphs


Semantic Web Challenges—Structural reasoning 
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► Semantic context 

Structural reasoning (deriving facts from facts) 

► Efficient knowledge processing 

► Default tolerance (detail abstraction)  

https://jena.apache.org/documentation/inference/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/importance-semantic-context-luis-j-gonz%C3%A1lez/
https://shemesh.larc.nasa.gov/fm/spider/spider_pubs/tphols-main.pdf


Semantic Web Challenges—Temporal reasoning 
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► Time-sensitive knowledge 

Temporal reasoning (taking time into account) 

► Event processing 

► Time-relative logic  

http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/C16-1161
https://d-nb.info/1019790091/34
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/logic-temporal/


Semantic Web Challenges—Approximate reasoning 
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► Rough set logic 

Approximate reasoning  
      (deriving partial knowledge from partial facts) 

► Probabilistic logic (Bayesian, Markovian) 

► Fuzzy set logic  

https://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/ml/systems/DC/thesisfinal.pdf
http://www.cb.uu.se/~joakim/course/fuzzy/vt07/lectures/L10_4.pdf
https://ac.els-cdn.com/S1570868307000882/1-s2.0-S1570868307000882-main.pdf?_tid=aa65a5ed-c734-4311-9919-1f5c9efe62fd&acdnat=1523863869_82565a445fde827c75fd331fd05ea241
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/fuzzy_logic/fuzzy_logic_approximate_reasoning.htm
http://wwwa.unine.ch/unilog/jyb/future-pl.pdf
http://bcpw.bg.pw.edu.pl/Content/1909/LPRS.pdf


Semantic Web Challenges—Learning 
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Learning—Abductive and inductive reasoning  

► Structural learning 

► Statistical learning 

► Combinations 

http://mcs.open.ac.uk/ban25/papers/sej2003.pdf
http://www.labunix.uqam.ca/~godin_r/tkde95.pdf
http://www-bcf.usc.edu/~gareth/ISL/ISLR First Printing.pdf
http://dmi.unife.it/en/highlights/combining-logic-and-probability
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1802.01173.pdf


Semantic Web Challenges—Linked Data 
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► The Internet 
            of 
    Everything 

Linked data (interconnected computing) 
► Interconnectivity management 

► “Blinked Data” 

https://www.postscapes.com/internet-of-things-protocols/
http://euclid-project.eu/modules/chapter6.html
https://www.ntnu.no/iie/fag/big/lessons/lesson2.pdf
https://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/data
https://www.i-scoop.eu/internet-of-things-guide/internet-of-everything/
http://www.pewinternet.org/2017/06/06/the-internet-of-things-connectivity-binge-what-are-the-implications/
https://ontotext.com/graph-databases-interconected-data-relational-databases/


Semantic Web Challenges—Knowledge evolution 
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► Context management 

Knowledge evolution management  
(take into account that things change) 

► Coherence maintenance 

► Provenance and trustability 

https://tel.archives-ouvertes.fr/tel-00820671/document


Semantic Web—Ethical challenges 

Fundamental concern:  
      how may such power be made to respect ethics? 

► Who can control web technology and how? 

► Can industrial profit outweigh social rights? 

►International governments and all public sectors 
   must catch up with this technology. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vMVnlDtRHqc
https://insights.som.yale.edu/insights/can-profits-and-social-mission-co-exist
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/time_for_the_plural_sector
https://www.internetsociety.org/tag/ethical-data-handling/


Semantic Web = Worldwide Evolving Brain? 
 
The essential argument is that it is expected that 
standardized knowledge can somehow arise and 
be used in the form of ontologies from massively 
interconnected information. 
 
Such is the potential for Linked Data, for example. 
 
Even if this can be achieved, yet another challenge 
for such knowledge, however it may be represented, 
is to be effectively, let alone efficiently, processed to 
provide intelligence. 
 
The key is that, whatever the standards may be, one 
cannot escape the need for formal encoding of such 
knowledge to lend itself to inference of implicit 
networked knowledge, beyond the classical 
processing of explicit silo-ed data. 
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http://linkeddata.org/


6th Generation Computing? 
 
Hence, this all smells, tastes, and looks again like 
a “been there, done that!”; viz., the promises of 
the 5th Generation Project of the 80’s. 
In fact, the SW’s objective is much more challenging 
today taking into account the exponential explosion 
of data and the inescapable need for scalable 
processing. 
In addition, cloud networking and the ubiquitous 
distribution of information has made this task even 
more daunting. 
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https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/9c71/b63e6855adafd67a6777101b9ac654454f8f.pdf


CEDAR—Constraint Event-Driven Automated Reasoning 
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ANR funded chair of excellence – Jan. 2013        Jan. 2015 

Owls break easily! 

Is there a remedy? 

https://cedar.liris.cnrs.fr/


CEDAR—Scalability and Distribution 

The CEDAR project addressed mainly two concerns: 

► Management and access of 
   distributed ontological knowledge 
   and “Blinked Data” 
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► Scalability of ontological reasoning 



CEDAR—Scalability and Distribution 
 
The CEDAR project’s approach: 
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► experiment with Hadoop-style architecture 
    for concurrent processing of distributed 
    knowledge as “Blinked Data” 

► experiment with existing systems vs.  
    our own reasoning technology 

https://cedar.liris.cnrs.fr/papers/CedarOverview.pdf


Semantic Web—Where are we today? 

If one must be critical: 

► W3C SW standards have not really been tested 
► Viable alternatives have not really been considered 

However, all SW formalisms must imperatively take into 
account the formidable challenges described above.  
Namely: 
 
any knowledge representation and efficient inference 
based on them must be scalable, incremental, capable 
of dealing with approximate information (probabilistic, 
fuzzy, paraconsistent, …) in real time, and manage data 
of enormous size and diversity that is distributed all 
over the Internet. 
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Semantic Web—Where we may be tomorrow? 
 
We have surveyed a few challenges and potentials 
faced by the W3C to make the Semantic Web a reality. 

► For it to do so, it must adapt to any unexpected 
    reshaping of the (computing) world, taking every  
    opportunity to make what is possible become real. 
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► Such a large effort is bound to produce unexpected 
    serendipitous offshoots — the objective itself is  
    irrelevant even if not achievable: “Moon Technology” 
    was a benefit even if no one is there (yet?) … 

► So may we expect the W3C  to give meaning to the Web? 

https://theteknologist.wordpress.com/2017/01/12/the-three-princes-of-serendip-fairy-tale/


Hassan Aït-Kaci 

hak@acm.org 

http://www.hassan-ait-kaci.net/
mailto:hak@acm.org?subject=ICWR 2018
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hak2007/
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